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Chapter 431 breach of contract

"Oh rubbish, I f*cking did that to you in the past, don't you dare not do anything to me now?" Wang Jiani secretly

snickered in her heart, she didn't harbour too much gratitude towards Jiang Hao because he had spared herself and her
family's company.

On the contrary, she felt that the fact that she had treated Jiang Hao so badly in the past and he had let her go only proved
that Jiang Hao was stupid enough and two-hundred-fifty enough.

It was true that a cheap bone was a cheap bone, and it had nothing to do with whether or not one had money!

In Wang Jiani's heart, she had even more disdain for Jiang Hao, and even more contempt.

It was as if Jiang Hao had become a straw man with a little bit of money in her mind!

"Oh, there's no use having money! Whether a person is enough to be two hundred and fifty or not really has nothing to
do with money!"

Wang Jiani cursed at Jiang Hao in her heart, as if this had bridged the huge gap that had suddenly opened up between
herself and Jiang Hao.

But what Wang Jiani didn't expect was that Jiang Hao had only said half of what he had just said.

Jiang Hao of course saw the snicker, if any, at the corner of Wang Jiani's mouth, and the taunts Wang Jiani had made to
herself in the past.

If all that could be gotten over, then he would really be a cheapskate.

Jiang Hao smiled and suddenly spoke, "But I do have conditions!"

As soon as Jiang Hao said this, the smile on Wang Jiani's face froze, and she looked up at Jiang Hao with a stunned
expression, obviously she hadn't expected that Jiang Hao would even come up with a big gasp when he spoke!

"What conditions? Didn't you say you'd let us off the hook? What, there are still conditions!" Wang Jiani was a little
blocked in the heart, the corner of her mouth twitching imperceptibly.

Jiang Hao smiled at his words, "What, did you guys just treat me that way? Do I have to not pursue it at all and let you
guys go for no reason? Miss Wang, aren't you too naive?"

Wang Jiani bit her lower lip lightly, as if she had angry words, but couldn't say them.

"Then what exactly is your condition you have?" Wang Jiani asked with apprehension in her heart.

Jiang Hao looked at Wang Jiani, his face expressionless.

He suddenly took out a frilly tissue from his pocket and threw it on the ground.

Then Jiang Hao stretched out another foot and stepped directly into a shallow muddy puddle by the roadside and said
indifferently, "My shoes are a bit dirty, help me wipe them clean!"

When Jiang Hao said this, Wang Jiani's entire body froze.

"What did you say?" Wang Jiani almost shouted out in anger.

She looked at the frilly paper towel Jiang Hao had thrown on the floor and simply felt sick to her stomach.

The most infuriating thing was that Jiang Hao had even stomped his foot in that filthy puddle!

Bastard, you're deliberately trying to disgust me, aren't you?

If it was in the past, when Wang Jiani didn't know Jiang Hao's identity, if Jiang Hao dared to treat her like this, Wang
Jiani would have dared to use a brick to lift Jiang Hao.

But she knew that she couldn't do that now, unless she was impatient with life.

Not to mention what Jiang Hao could do to her, the Qiao San beside her would probably not spare her either.

But Wang Jiani couldn't bring herself to do something so disgusting and humiliating, and it would be better to kill her.

In the past, Wang Jiani was almost like a cleanliness freak, as long as the dress was slightly dirty, Wang Jiani would
even throw it away, and her shoes would not be worn more than four times before she had to throw them away.

But now, she was asked to use that disgusting paper towel to wipe the muddy shoes on Jiang Hao's feet.

For a long time, Wang Jiani did not move, but her face became more and more ugly.

"What's wrong? Don't you want to help me a bit?" Jiang Hao asked blandly.

Hearing this from Jiang Hao, Wang Donglin at the side was also on fire in his heart.

Of course he was also heartbroken for his precious daughter, he usually couldn't even spare a finger to touch Wang Jiani
himself, so how could he be willing to be humiliated by Jiang Hao like this now.

But Wang Donglin knew better, if his daughter didn't listen to Jiang Hao, then his family would really be kicked out of
the villa project, at that time, the loss of money is small, their family can't even stay in Chujiang!

"Jia Ni ah, how about," Wang Donglin red face, good words to Wang Jia Ni said, "how about you help Jiang Shao wipe
it, after all, after all, you also think about our family ah?"

Wang Donglin thought that since he was usually so good to his daughter, she would not be too capricious now.

After all, this was not just a matter of face, this was a matter of life and death.

If you don't do as you're told, you're going to end up in a very bad way, not to mention the fact that it's just a shoe shine
and that she's restrained herself from making too many perverted and excessive demands.

You know, before, they were both father and daughter, but they were on the verge of hitting someone.

Wang Donglin was also anxiously waiting for Wang Jiani's reply, his fists clenched!

Only after waiting for a while, Wang Jiani still didn't seem to want to bow her head.

Her cheeks puffed out in anger and she looked incredibly angry.

"Aiya, you child you do say something?" Wang Donglin came up to Wang Jiani and said eagerly, "Jiani, at this time, you
should not be capricious, but take the big picture into consideration!"

As soon as Wang Donglin finished speaking, Wang Jiani finally lifted her head.

She looked at her father with some resentment in her gaze and mustered up enough courage to say, "Dad, I don't!"

As soon as Wang Jiani's words left his mouth, Wang Donglin was all but dumbfounded.

"What did you say?" Wang Donglin said in amazement.

"I said I won't do it!" Wang Jiani bit her lip and said indignantly, "Dad, what makes you think so? Just because he's rich,
he's something? I won't shine his shoes anyway, don't even think about it!"

After she finished speaking, Wang Jiani turned her head to the side, with an attitude of not obeying.

As she had already given her answer, Jiang Hao nodded his head and looked at Wang Donglin, saying, "Mr. Wang, since
that's the case, I think it's better to forget about it, you should withdraw from the villa, I've already given you the
opportunity, it's you who didn't grasp it properly!"

After he finished speaking, Jiang Hao was about to turn around and leave.

But Wang Donglin saw this and hurriedly ran over, rolling and crawling to stop Jiang Hao's way.

"Jiang Shao, don't, I beg you, give me one more chance, look at me, I'll go and tell Jia Ni that she will definitely
apologise to you, it's just a shoe polish, don't worry, I'll let her polish it!"

Wang Donglin looked at Jiang Hao with a pleading face, so excited that he was almost on the verge of tears.

Jiang Hao looked down at him, sighed slightly and said, "Alright then, since you're pleading with me so much, then I'll
give you one last chance! If she still doesn't agree, then sorry, don't blame me, you can only blame your precious
daughter!"

Having said that, Jiang Hao turned his head and looked at Wang Jiani again.

Wang Donglin also hurriedly ran towards his daughter and said with a pleading face, "Jia Ni, daddy is begging you, just
take pity on daddy, okay? If you don't do as you're told today, our family will have to leave here in disgrace, and then
we won't just lose some money, we might not even be able to stay in Chujiang!"

Wang Jiani glared at her father and said angrily, "Dad, what are you afraid of? What are they going to do to us? It's just
a broken villa, what's the big deal? Do you really want me to go soft with you? Dream on!"

Wang Jiani said as she glared at Jiang Hao with contempt.

She wanted to see what Jiang Hao could do to her!

After all, her father had some connections in Chu Jiang, so she didn't believe that Jiang Hao could still turn the tables on
her.

Suddenly, Wang Jiani seemed to have a bright idea, seemed to think of something, hurriedly excitedly said: "Right dad,
we do not need to be afraid of him, did you forget that we signed a contract with them before, if anyone unilaterally

breach the contract, but have to pay three times the contract amount of liquidated damages, hum, now they unilaterally
want to cancel the contract with us, has nothing to do with us, if they want to If they want to kick us out, then fine, take
out three times the amount of liquidated damages?"

Chapter 432 - This will turn around

After saying these words, Wang Jiani's face simply seemed to smile as if she was about to burst into flowers, seemingly
overjoyed.

She seemed to feel that she had finally found a way to be able to sanction Jiang Hao.

Indeed, when the contract was signed, it was clearly written in black and white that if either party breached the contract,
then they would have to unconditionally pay three times the amount of the contract.

The total amount of the project is more than 30 million, so three times the amount of the project is 100 million!

Wang Jiani did not believe that Jiang Hao was crazy enough to give up 100 million to call his own bluff?

If that was the case, wouldn't it be better.

To know that her own renovation company, this project would only earn a few million after working so hard.

But if Jiang Hao was willing to pay the breach of contract, then his own family would have done nothing. In the end,
they would get 100 million for nothing!

That would be a huge profit!

If they had a hundred million at once, they would be able to spend as much money as they wanted in the future.

The more Wang Jiani thought about it, the more beautiful she felt in her heart.

It was as if the 100 million yuan was within her grasp.

Moreover, even if she could not get the 100 million in the end, it would be Jiang Hao and herself who would have to go
soft in the end.

Anyway, no matter what, Wang Jiani knew very well that she must be the only winner today.

Jiang Hao and Qiao San are just a bunch of stinky money-grubbers!

As she thought, Wang Jiani seemed to be a little smug.

She craned her neck to look at Jiang Hao and said smugly, "How about it, do you still want to kick our family out now?
Do you still want me to shine your shoes? Oh, you want me to shine your shoes? That's fine, you can first bring me the
100 million dollar breach of contract!"

Wang Jiani felt that after she had said these words, as long as Jiang Hao was smart enough, he would definitely go soft
with himself.

After all, who would have a problem with money?

But no matter what, she never expected that Jiang Hao would just end up laughing lightly, and there were a few hints of
shame in his laughter.

Then she heard Jiang Hao speak, "Oh, you want 100 million for breach of contract, right? Oh, fine, then I'll give it to
you, only what I don't know is, I dare to give it, do you dare to take it?"

Jiang Hao's last words were spoken in a cold and icy manner, and there was already a touch of chill in his words.

And Jiang Hao's tone had already said everything that was wrong.

You Wang Jiani are too naive, to dare to blackmail me with some bullshit breach of contract, you're purely seeking your
own death!

Don't you want money? Then I'll give it to you. I'll see if you dare to ask for it today!

And even if you have the guts to give me the money, I don't believe your old man, Wang Donglin, is as brain-dead as
you are and would dare to ask for it?

This is actually the same as giving you a bottle of the finest wine, it may seem like a great deal, but do you know what
poison has been put into this wine?

Jiang Hao looked at Wang Jiani with a sneer on his face, waiting for the other party to give him an answer.

At this point in time, Wang Jiani still didn't seem to have reacted to the meaning of Jiang Hao's words, still thinking that
her so-called breach of contract could really scare Jiang Hao off.

"I dare ah, why wouldn't I dare!" Wang Jiani said disdainfully, "I'm just afraid that you don't have that much money!

Have the guts to give me the money right now? Then I promise, our family will withdraw immediately, and you can go
back to whoever you like!"

Wang Jiani looked justified, seemingly unaware that she was playing with fire.

Jiang Hao didn't say anything more, he just nodded, looked at Qiao San and said, "Mr. Qiao, you heard me, now transfer
the money to their family company's account."

Of course Qiao San understood what Jiang Hao meant, and without a word of nonsense, he just nodded heavily, and then
was about to take out his mobile phone to call his company's finance.

Of course Qiao San had thought it through, as soon as he hung up the phone with the finance on his side, he would
immediately mobilize all the resources Chu Jiang himself could use to completely shut down the Wang family!

If he dares to call out Jiang Hao, he will definitely not let him leave alive!

Although Jiang Hao had not said these things clearly, Qiao San had already understood them by heart.

But at that moment, Wang Donglin immediately rushed over and pulled Qiao San's hand on the phone with a deadly grip,
sweating with anxiety.

"What are you doing?" Qiao San shouted flatly, immediately scaring Wang Donglin.

But he still didn't let go and shook his head repeatedly, "Don't call, Mr Qiao, I beg you don't call."

Immediately afterwards he turned towards Jiang Hao and said, "Jiang Shao I beg you, please don't, can't I kneel down
for you? I beg you to spare me, Jia Ni is too young and doesn't know any better, so I'll apologise for her."

As he spoke, Wang Donglin knelt down with a poof and directly knocked his head heavily on the ground.

This scene simply made Wang Jiani at the side look dumb.

What the hell is going on here? His own side had the upper hand, was his father stupid? How dare he do such a disgraceful
thing?

This is in broad daylight, does he not want to be seen in Chujiang anymore?

If he doesn't want to lose face, he should also consider himself, right?

"Dad! What are you doing?" Wang Jiani shouted in anger, "You're not ashamed of yourself, you're a big man, don't you
have any backbone at all?"

When Wang Donglin heard this, he raised his head and glared at his daughter, shouting angrily, "Shut up, you ungrateful
thing, you're about to get your father and our family killed, don't you know that? Shut your mouth and get down on
your knees right now!"

Wang Donglin scolded Wang Jiani while wiping away the beads of sweat on his forehead, simply nervous.

Wang Jiani didn't know what Jiang Hao and Qiao San meant just now, but he did.

What do you mean by people willingly giving you money for breach of contract, you are too naive, right?

Just like Jiang Hao said, they dare to give it to you, but do you dare to ask for it?

The answer is clear, of course you don't dare to ask for it, because if you ask for the money, you are committing death,
crazy death!

Wang Jiani doesn't know shit, she really thinks this money is so easy to take?

If you dare to take the money, they will let you die without knowing how you died!

It's even more likely that the phone call Qiao San made just now was not to call the finance department to transfer the
money.

There is even a high probability that the phone call Qiao San made was to use his connections.

The time will come when people call, once the relationship works, even if Qiao San's side wants to shout to stop
probably can't stop.

When that time comes, one will really not even know how to die.

This is why Wang Donglin had to hold on to Qiao San's hand and not let go.

Because he knew that as soon as he let go of his hand, he would only be greeted with death in the end.

Wang Donglin was even a little thankful that he had been quick to save his own life. If he had been a second too late and
let Qiao San make the call, the consequences would have been unthinkable.

And just as Wang Donglin was thinking about this, he fiercely heard Jiang Hao beside him speak, "Oh, Mr. Wang, you
have to be clear, it's not that I don't give you a chance, I've given you chances repeatedly, but no way, all the chances
were wasted by your daughter!"

Jiang Hao cleared his throat and said with a straight face, "Mr. Wang, don't refuse, I'll transfer the money over to you
right now!"

Chapter 433 - All Crying

Just as Jiang Hao and Wang Donglin were talking, Qiao San at the side had already picked up the phone and broadcasted
it directly.

"Hey, Secretary Liu, now you transfer 100 million from the company's accounts to Wang Donglin's decoration

company, yes, now immediately immediately!" Qiao San said blandly yet seriously, "Also inform the Chujiang Chamber
of Commerce for me, to block Wang Donglin's decoration company!"

As soon as Qiao San finished his short sentences, Wang Donglin's face turned green.

The thing that he was most worried about had finally happened.

This time, Wang Donglin really wanted to cry, so he hurriedly approached Jiang Hao again and knelt down to beg,
"Jiang Shao, I'm wrong, please let me go, for the sake of doing my best to get this villa for you, please let me go, don't
worry, I'll return this villa to you, but I won't take any money, as an apology to you. You can't shut us down, can you?
You're pushing our family to the brink of extinction!"

Of course, Wang Donglin knew very well that the blockade Qiao San was talking about was no joke.

This guy not only had a lot of connections in his hands, but most importantly, Qiao San was also the vice chairman of
the Chujiang Chamber of Commerce.

In that case, he would really be doomed.

However, no matter how much Wang Donglin begged, Jiang Hao still looked cold.

He had already given him a chance, and Wang Jiani was the one who had wasted it, so he was not to blame.

Jiang Hao sneered and finally said to Wang Donglin, "Mr. Wang, maybe this is really a lesson for you, go back and take
good care of your daughter, don't come out and cause trouble again! Because, I guess after this time, you won't even have
the ability to set things right for her!"

As soon as Jiang Hao finished speaking, Wang Jiani, who was at the side, also rushed over and glared at Jiang Hao with
a furious face, pulling her father up while blurting out, "Hmph, just blow it off, I'll see who can do anything to our family

today, I think, you're only capable of talking, I just don't believe it, after I took your family's money, what can anyone
do to us? Even if our family goes bankrupt today, don't forget that we still have the 100 million you have paid for breach
of contract. With this money, our family will not only be able to rise again, it will probably be even more glorious than
now!"

Wang Jiani had no idea what Qiao San's words meant, and even thought that they would really have the life to spend the
money once it was in their family's pocket!

Almost at the same time, Wang Donglin's phone came up and the caller ID was the company's finance.

When Wang Jiani saw this, a smile appeared at the corner of her mouth, "Oh, thanks a lot, look guys, the money has
arrived!"

Without hesitation, Wang Jiani grabbed her father's mobile phone and not only picked up the call, but also directly
pressed the amplified voice.

As soon as the phone was connected, the anxious voice of the company's female finance director came from the other end
of the line, "General Manager Liu, why did the Howlite Hotel give our company 100 million in cash? What is going on
here?"

Before Wang Donglin could say anything, Wang Jiani took the lead and said, "Oh don't worry, Auntie Li, it's fine, that's
their compensation for our breach of contract. Now it's enough, right! Haha, are you happy?"

There was a hint of smugness in Wang Jiani's tone.

Wang Jiani thought that she had done such a big thing, and she thought that the female finance director would have to
praise herself a bit later!

But what Wang Jiani didn't expect was that she hadn't waited for the praise, but instead she had received a bunch of bad
news!

"Aigooooooo, what did you do, little ancestor? I'm happy? Happy my ass!" The female finance director on the other end

of the phone said eagerly, "It's true that a hundred million dollars came in, but the bank directly froze our capital account
on the pretext of abnormal capital flow and suspected money laundering, and now the company can't move a single
cent!"

"Why? Isn't it obvious that they are bullying people? How can it be money laundering when there is an abnormal flow
of funds after a hundred million dollars? Isn't that alarmist?" Wang Jiani was dumbfounded when she heard this.

"Aiya, what is this? Do you know that just now, in less than five minutes' time, our partner companies have all come to
call in their accounts? Didn't we purchase a batch of foreign materials in order to take over the accounts of that Haisheng

Yijin No.1 courtyard? They said that if we didn't get the money within 24 hours, they would sue us for $60 million for
breach of contract!"

"This this how can this be?" Hearing the other party's words, Wang Jiani was completely dumbfounded this time.

As naive as she was, even if she thought out of her head, I guess Wang Jiani would not have thought that the other party
would come back with such a hand.

She couldn't help but stare at Jiang Hao fiercely, practically wanting to eat him alive.

Wang Jiani gritted her teeth and said, "Auntie Li, don't worry, don't forget, just now the Howlite Hotel gave us 100
million for breach of contract, even after subtracting the 60 million, we will still have 40 million by then!"

Wang Jiani thought that even if her family encountered some difficulties this time, they could still get over it after all, and
they could still pluck 40 million from Jiang Hao!

Only she was still too naive.

As soon as the words left her mouth, she heard the caller say, "What forty million dollars? Are you dreaming? The 100

million, together with all our funds, are now frozen, when the bank will unfreeze it is still unknown, and of course you
don't know that our company still has a loan of 20 million in the bank, the repayment time is just a few days, originally

Mr. Wang was still thinking of using the construction money of the Haisheng No. 1 courtyard to plug the hole of the
loan, but now it's all gone!"

"A 20 million dollar loan, if it's overdue, we don't know how much money we'll have to shell out just for the default?

Besides, if the bank delays in unfreezing the funds, if it takes more than six months, the bank can use this as a reason to
legally auction off our company's assets, and by then, we won't even be able to keep our company, how can we still get
the $40 million?"

The words came down like a bolt from the blue, shocking Wang Jiani speechless.

She was still too naive to grasp what the so-called "blockade" that came out of Qiao San's mouth meant.

But now she seemed to have understood, but it seemed to have come too late!

Wang Jiani glanced at her father with an ironic look on her face, not knowing what to say for a moment.

"You you're such a sinful person, how did I give birth to such a thing as you?" Wang Donglin's hand trembled as he

pointed at Wang Jiani, full of grief and anger, "Now do you know how much trouble you've caused? How dare you be
complacent and ask for someone's default money? I think you've eaten your guts, how dare you ask for what someone
gave you?"

Wang Donglin slapped his chest in anger, simply speechless.

He had just listened to the phone call, and even if he hadn't, he would have actually expected this kind of fate.

Now Wang Donglin simply wanted to cry, even without tears!

"Dad, what should we do then? Is there really not a single thing that can be done?" Realising what a big disaster she had
caused, and one that was irreparable, Wang Jiani finally wilted and looked at her father with teardrops falling down.

